
The ultimate leap in understanding astrology 

 
 

Tests of Astrology systematically surveys the research into astrology that has 
taken place worldwide since the 1920s. It summarises hundreds of empirical 

studies in 350,000 words and over 1200 references. Much unpublished work 

is included. Readers seeking empirical findings will at last have all of them at 
their fingertips, allowing for the first time a clear understanding of astrology.  

It took eight years to prepare and was compiled by Geoffrey Dean and Arthur 

Mather (chief compilers of Recent Advances in Natal Astrology), David Nias (co-

author with Hans J Eysenck of Astrology Science or Superstition 1982), and  

Rudolf Smit (author of De planeten spreken 1976). All are impartial reviewers 
with no interest in particular outcomes, and two are former award-winning as-
trologers. The book was published in March 2016. Soft cover, 484 B5 pages 
(176 x 250mm), durable sewn binding, glossary, author and subject indexes.  

The longest chapter (230 pages) summarises hundreds of empirical studies 
1927–2015 taken from over a hundred books, journals, PhD theses, and other 
sources such as conference reports and websites. Other chapters cover the role 
of personal experience, how astrology was discovered, the evolution of scien-
tific tests, why tests are needed, the Gauquelin work, time twins, the wrong 
chart effect, and overviews of chart factors. Plus meta-analyses and funnel 
plots, symbolism, truth, meaning, hidden persuaders (artifacts), the future of 
astrology, and the case for and against astrology. All comprehensively indexed. 

Tests of Astrology is a non-profit book and is not available 
in bookshops. Price is 29 euros (about £23 or $US32) direct 
from the publisher wout.heukelom@hetnet.nl. Postage and 
packing is 5 euros within the Netherlands and 13 euros for 
air mail to all other countries. Email the publisher for avail-
ability and payment details (by PayPal or by ebank, sorry 
no credit cards). Journal editors may ask for a review copy.  

Please tell your friends about Tests of Astrology and send them this flyer. 


